
CHAPTER 3 COST ACCOUNTING

Cost Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis. Charles T. Horngren - Srikant M. Datar - Madhav V. Rajan. Contribution
margin per unit is the difference between selling price and variable cost per unit.

When the controlling area is assigned to the operating concern When the controlling area is defined When the
first cost center for a controlling area is created When the first company code is assigned to the controlling
area. Line activity. In most cases, maintenance activity expenditures are broken down into the four LEMO
components of labor, equip- ment, material, and other for each activity. Graph method Total costs line. True or
False: SAP has mandatory standard hierarchies. Furthermore, it recognizes that the maintenance program as a
whole is supported by a variety of enterprise support programs and expenditures, and it identifies a share of
these expenditures that must be allo- cated to the maintenance program Steps 3 and 4. Contribution margin per
unit equals unit selling price less unit variable costs. When comparing manual reposting of costs and repost
line items, which is true? Debt-related expenditures are, in most cases, the result of agency efforts to advance
larger construction programs sooner than traditional revenues would permit. Step 4: Allocate a Portion of
Enterprise Support Expenditures to the Maintenance Program As with the allocation of program support
expenditures, both the benchmark and simplified benchmark approaches described and illustrated in this report
consistently use the line cost as the basis for allocating all enterprise support expenditures to line programs.
What is the feature that distinguishes between fixed and variable cost? What function does the cost center
category provide? Account type Cost element category Cost object assignment. A line program is a logical
grouping of simi- lar activities or projects that are primarily focused on actually delivering the main work
products of a state DOT. A second convenient point is the breakeven point. A low margin of safety increases
the risk of a loss. A key consideration for this step in the process is the objec- tive that the full cost
determination process be as practical as possible. The process must be completed for all activities prior to
moving on to Step 2. Contribution margin equals revenue less variable costs. Cost Variability Chapter  This
can be supplemented by documentation about agency programs, which can usually be found in agency annual
reports and budget documents. Company code Cost center hierarchy Controlling area Operating concern. The
allocation calculation is now performed for every com- bination of line and support activities. How can you
configure cycles for period-end allocation? Example full unit costs for line activities. In this case, debt- related
expenditures have nothing whatsoever to do with the maintenance program. Section 3.


